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FULLY RECONSTRUCTED I3 DECAY RESULTS FROM CDF 

.J. D. D. Lewid 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA 

We have measured ratios of branching ratios of B mesona including chamoniun in the final state and USC there 

ratios to derive B meson branching fractions. Results are alto compared to predictiona of factorization. We 

have searched for Bt 4 J/$,r+ and set a limit on Q . f3. We observe A* - J/t/h and measure the mass 

1 

M(h,,) = 5.623 f 0.005 f O.&GeV/c’. 

As a result of the high b quark producrion 

cross section and an efficient dimuon trigger, C’DF 
is a unique environment for study of the color- 
suppressed b - ci?s transition in decay modes 
that include a charmonium meson in the final 

state. Precise determination of decay rate* in 
these modes provide tests factorization in B de- 
cays, and in the future, they will be used for st utl- 
ies of CP violation. We describe here measllre- 
ments of relative branching ratios in two-body de- 
cay modes that include only charged particle, in 
the final state. There is no identification made of 
the final-state charged hadrons. The data include 
20 pb-’ of @ interactions at fi = 1800 GeV from 
Tevatron Collider Run la and 90pb-’ from Jtun 
lb. 

The CDF detector is described in detail 
elsewhere.’ Features important for the results do- 
scribed here include a central drift chamber nnd 
silicon vertex detector (SVX) providing efficient. 
high-resolutions charged-particle tracking in the 
pseudorapidity range Igl < 1 and a trigger iy+ 
tern efficienct for muons with pT > 2 GeV/c in the 

same region. 

To reconstruct B or A, candidates, we tirst 
search for J/$ + p(+p- or $(PS) + p+p- calldi- 
dates. Muons are identified by associating charged 
tracks in the central drift chamber with track yeg- 
ments in muon chambers behind 4-8 interaction 

lengths of steel. We require the transverse In+ 
mentum (pr) of each muon to be greater than 
2 GeV/c to be in the efficient range of the trigger 
and that the event pass a dimuon trigger path. 
We find the mass of the dimuon candidate sub- 

ject to the constraint that the to muons origiliate 
from a common decay vertex with the fit prob- 
ability CL(x’) required to be greater than 1%. 
We require the candidate maSs to be consisrent 
with the world-average 2 mass. Ki -+ of K- and 

.I0 .I0 + + p%+ p%+ candidates 3 are found similarly with 
the additional requirement that their decay ver- 
tex is greater than 1 cm from the beamline in 
the transverse plane. We then combine 5/$ or 
+(2S) candidates with additional charged-particle 

tracks or neutral-V candidates and find the B or 
A\b candidate mass subject to the constraints that 
all tracks (or vees) come from a common decay 
point, the J/1/, or $(2S) has the world average 
mass, and the momentum of the bhadron can- 
didate be collinear with the the displacement of 
the decay vertex from the beamline in the plane 
transverse to the beamline. The particle mass 
associated with each track in the reconstruction 
is assigned based on the decay-mode hypothesis. 
(The Cabbibc+suppressed B+ + .7/y!& decay is 
a special case described below.) We again require 
CL(x’) > 0.01 for this second fit. All intermediate 
states (K’, 4, +(2S) + J/$J~+T-) are required to 
have masses consistent with the known values. If 

a K” + K+r- candidate satisfies either set of 
mass assignments, we choose the assignment with 
mass closest to the K’ pole mass. 

1 Cabbibo-Favored Modes with .7/$ 

We measure the relative branching ratios of the 
Cabbibo-favored decay modes in the 20 pb-’ Run 
la sample. Because the SVX covers only f25cm 

along the beamline and the rms longitudinal 
spread of the interaction region is about 30cm, 
we do not require all tracks to be reconstructed 
in the SVX, but use the information if availabte. 
From the constrained event fit, we require the 

the B candidate have a displacement forward of 
the beamline (CT > 0). In association with each 
J/$ we search for Kt, Ki K’+(892) -+ Kzr+, 
K”(892) + K+r-, and 4(1020) + K+K- can- 

didates. We find the B yield in each decay mode 
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Figure 1: Candidate mau distributiona for B+ 4 J/$K+ , 
B” + J/+KQ, B+ + Jl+K’+, and BQ + J/lLKeo. 

with a binned likelihood fit to the candidate nlass 
distribution with a linear background function and 
a Gaussian line shape. The observed yields are: 

N(B" N(B" + + J/$K:) J/$K:) = = 36.9f7.3 36.9f7.3 

N(BO N(BO + + J/$K'O) J/$K'O) = = 95.5f 95.5f 14.3 14.3 

N(B+ N(B+ -J/$K+) -J/$K+) = = 154&19 154&19 

N(B+ + J/$K'+) = 12.9f4.3 

N(B,O N(B,O + + J/$4) J/$4) = = 9.4f 9.4f 6.2 6.2 

Dividing the yields by the integrated luminosity 
efficiency for each channel gives cr . B, the procl uct 

of production cross section and branching ratio. 
Because the B production cross section is not well 
determined from external measurements, we can- 
not independently find absolute branching ratios. 
However, we can find ratios of branching ratios. 
Also, taking ratios significantly reduces systematic 
uncertainties due to acceptance and due to trigger 
and tracking efficiencies. Thus each decay mode is 
included in a ratio with each of the other three de- 

cay modes. We use this information and the world 
average branching ratiosz to construct a weighted 
average branching ratio in each mode, subject to 
the assumption that as a result of isospin s!ul- 
metry B+ and B" mesons are produced in equal 
numbers. The derived branching ratios are: 

B(B'-* J/$K')= (1.14f (1.14f 0.27f0.09) 0.27f0.09) x 1O-3 

B(B'--, J/+K*‘)= (1.39f0.32f0.11) x ~I.I-~ 

B(B+--+ J/1/K+)= (0.82f 0.18f0.07) 0.18f0.07) x lr)-3 

B(B+ + J/$K*+)= (1.73f (1.73f 0.55 0.55 f 0.15) x 10m3 

We derive the Vector-Pseudoscalar decay ratio 

B(B -J/$K') 

WB WB --) --) J/W) J/W) 
= = 1.36 1.36 i i 0.24 0.24 f f 0.25 0.25 

which can be compared to the factorization pre- 

diction of’ 1.61. 
We also calculate the strange-quark frag- 

mentation fraction in b jets from the efficiency- 
corrected yields, the world-average Bt and B" 
branching ratios, the world-average lifetime ra- 
tio T(B,)/T(B) and theoretical predictions ’ for 

the decay widths I'(B, + .I/+$) and I'(B ---) 
J/$K(')) and find f, = (0.34 f 0.10 5 O.O3)f’,d, 
where fc is the fraction of B mesons produced in- 
cluding quark q and we assume f,, = fd. 

2 Cabbibo-Favored Modes with $(2S) 

IJsing the full 110 pb- ’ sample, we measure 
branching ratios for B decays including a +(2S) 

normalized to similar J/$ decay modes so that ef- 
ficiency and production uncertainties cancel. We 
reconstruct both $(2S) -+ J/$X+X- and $(2S) -+ 

P+P-. In order to reduce backgrounds, we re- 
quire that all tracks be reconstructed in the SVX 
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Figure 2: The points show the B+ + J/h+ candidate 
maas dirtribution. The line ir the J/+K and background 

contributions from the fit projected onto M( J/$x). 
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and that the proper decay length CT of the B call- 
didate from the constrained fit be greater than 
10Opm. We also require that the B candidate be 
isolated such that CUB .& < 0.8(p’8( where p’~ is 
the B candidate momentum and the 6 are the Ino- 
menta of additional charged tracks within a cothe 
R s ,/(Ad)l + (a~)~ < 1 around the B candi- 
date. Except for the additional mass requiremelkt 

in the $(2S) + .7/$x+~- decay! we use the sanle 
cuts for the B decay modes including a J/ii, or 
a $(2S). After weighting by the J/I/J and $J(ZS) 
branching ratios and relative reconstruction and 
trigger efficiencies, we meaSure 

R= w = 0.67f0.09k0.10 

R’ = Fw = 0.57 ok 0.13 f 0.07 

As a test of the factorization hypothesis. tl)ehe 
results can be compared to theoretical predictions 
6 of R = 0.59 f 0.07 assuming a dipole structure 
to the form factor and 0.25 5 R’ 5 0.67. 

3 Cabbibo-Suppressed Decay Bt 4 J/$r+ 

B+ 4 J/$x+ is a possible channel for observa- 

tion of direct CP violation because suppre&on 
of the dominant spectator amplitude enhances in- 
terference with nonleptonic penguin amplitudes? 
We discriminate between this decay mode and the 
dominant B+ - J/+K+ solely on the basi, of 
B mass reconstruction with r and K hypotheses. 
J/+x events would be distributed in a broad tail 
at high mass in the J/+K distributions discu>sed 
in the previous sections. Events are reconstructed 

in the full IlOpb-’ sample. All three charged 
tracks must be reconstructed in the SVX. and the 
flight distance of the B candidate must be at Irast 
150pm from the beamline. To extract the rel- 
ative branching ratios, we perform an unbinned 
likelihood fit in M($K) and M($K) to a Gau+ 
sian signal in the two maSS reconstructions and a 
linear background in M($K). We find a J/$x 
yield of 28::’ events. The J/l/lx mass distribu- 
tion is shown in Figure 2. The fitting technique 
was tested with 10 sets of 1000 Monte Carlo silnlr- 
lated events with various values of the background 
fraction and relative branching ratio. We correct 
for the different pion and kaon decay probabilities 
and find 

B(B+ - J/$x+) 

B(B+ - J/*K+) 
= O.OSO+_o,:~;:, zkO.001 

3 

where the systematic uncertainties arise from vari- 
ation of background parameterization and the 
decay-in-flight correction. 

4 Search for B: - J/$x+ 

We see no evidence for an enhancement in high- 
mass J/p!d candidates and set limits for the 

product of the production cross section and 
branching ratio relative to Bt ---* J/r/K+. The 
search includes the full IlOpb-’ sample, and all 
three charged tracks in each candidate must be re- 
constructed in the SVX. To reduce backgrounds, 
we apply a cut on the proper decay length. The 
lifetime of the B: is unknown and is predicted’ to 
be between 0.4 ps and 1.4 ps. The efficiency of the 
flight distance cut depends on the assumed life- 
time. We set limits for 7 lifetime values between 
0.2 ps and 1.6 ps using 4 different CT cuts between 

60 pm and 150 pm. 

Monte Carlo simulations predict the B, mass 
resolution to be 20 MeV/c’. For each value of the 
CT cut, we find the 80 MeV/c’ region with the most 
candidates within 150 MeV/c2 of the theoretically 
predicted’ mass of 6~258 GeV/c2 and estimate the 
background from a linear fit to the masses of the 
remaining candidates in the range 6-7 GeV/cs. .4f- 
ter correction for relative efficiencies, we derive the 
95% confidence level upper limit 
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Figure 3: 95% confidence level upper Limit on B,+ pro- 

duction relative to Bt aa a function of assumed lifetime. 

The dashed line representa the prediction of this ratio rub- 

ject to the wumption that Be productiod’ ir 0.0015 times 

1u likely aa all other B mesona and that decay ridttil ir 

'?(Bf + J/s&) = 4.2 x 10Pr-L. 
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u(Tsp + B,+X) * a( B,+ - J/l/m+) < o 1 

u(pP --) B+X) . B(B+ + J/$K+) ’ 

for B, lifetime greater than 0.33~s. The results 
as a function of lifetime are displayed in Figure :I. 
The limit calculation includes the statistical utl- 

certainty on the B+ + J/$K+ yield and a S’i5 
systematic uncertainty from the relative trigger ef- 
ficiencies and from the B, momentum spectrum. 

5 Observation of Aa -+ J/$A 

The decay chain B” + J/$Kg, Kz + x+x- pro- 
vides the normalization for the topologically .\im- 
ilar At -+ J/$A’, A0 -+ pr- decay. decay. In the .\ re- 

construction, the proton is assumed to be the lc,atl- 
ing particle, and to insure good efficiency, we r+ 
quire pi > 0.4GeVlc for the pion. We require the 
muons to be reconstructed in the SVX and apply 
a CT > 100 pm decay-length cut and make st rin- 
gent trigger selection cuts. We observe 7.8 * 3.4 
I~b candidates and 57.6 f 8.7 B” candidates in the 
110 pb-’ sample. Correction for relative efficien- 
cies gives the production ratio: 

a@ -‘%% * B(Ab --+ J/W’) 
u(@ + BOX) . B(B”-+ J/$K;) 

= o 37*o.1’*u o7 
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Figure 4: J/$rA’ mass distribution with loose cuts. The 

line shows the result of the fit for the mss.. 
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where the dominant systematic uncertainties arise 
from the unknown AS polarization and b + Ab 
fragmentation spectrum. If we assume that the 
fragmentation fractions are f(B) = 0.375 and 
f(‘\b) = 0.1, the branching ratio is B(,\b - 
J/$A) = (4.3 f ‘2.1 f 0.8) x lo-‘. 

We relax the trigger selection and momentum 
requirements and consider events without SVX in- 

formation and find a yield of 19.9k6.4 events in an 
unbinned likelihood fit. The ‘4s mass is found to be 
M(&,) = 5.623 f 0.005 f 0.004 GeV/c’. The sys- 
tematic uncertainties are determined from stud- 
ies of the inclusive J/$ sample, as in the pre- 
vious CDF measurement of the B, mass.la Sys- 
tematic uncertainties cancel in a direct compari- 
son the the B” mass measured in J/$Kg decays, 
and we find the massdifference M(Ab)-M(B”) = 
0.342 h 0.006 GeV/c’. 
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